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NNCI E&O

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last year, the NNCI has reached over 66,000 people through classroom visits, teacher workshops, remote sessions, online courses, short courses, seminars, community events, booths at conferences, tours, internships, REUs, RETs. That number doesn’t include NanoEarth’s Pulse of the Planet program or Nebraska Nanoscale Facility’s traveling museum exhibit or Nanooze. I have 15 minutes to discuss this amazing effort.I roughly broke the number down into 4 types of audiences that the network serves: 56% are k-12 students; 2% educators (which includes k-12 teachers and community/technical college faculty) -  I want to note that while this is a small % the time spent with educators can be significant - usually multi-day workshops or summer long RETs, even 90 minute sessions that they leave with armfuls of free resources and a personal connection to a nearby site; 27% general public; and 15% professionals (REUs and other student interns, short course and workshop participants, seminar attendees, etc.)
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NNCI Education and Outreach Mission

• Offer education and training to address the growing need for a 
skilled workforce and informed public

• Provide resources, programs, and materials to enhance 
knowledge of nanotechnology and its application to real-world 
issues

• Support the US economy by enabling a STEM-literate 
workforce ready to meet the technological challenges of a 
nano-enabled economy as well as an informed citizenry that 
supports continued and safe growth of nanotechnologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That number shows that all the sites are working to address the NNCI’s education and outreach mission – which is here to remind us.
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NNCI E&O
Most Stunning - SENIC Most Unique Capability – KY Multiscale

Most Whimsical – RTNN and MANTH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each site of the NNCI has their own programs in order to achieve our mission and I’m going to briefly mention some of the activities coordinators organized over the past year. A note on assessment, each site should have provided a table showing which activities are being evaluated. And, yesterday, we had a discussion one could basically describe as “Yay! You’re using surveys. Now what?” that Dan led.We’ve also been working together and sharing resources in order to improve our efforts. One example is the Plenty of Beauty at the Bottom image contest which we organized in honor of National Nanotechnology Day. Some examples include:Coordinators from MONT, NCI-SW, CNS, and NNI have also shared their experiences and best practices with engaging with Native American populations. SENIC and SDNI have been inspired by nano@Stanford’s teacher workshop. SENIC implemented last summer with Angela’s help and SDNI plans to do the same this coming summerTNF has started using video training for tools, also inspired by nano@StanfordRTNN also noted that after asking about mentor training resources during a call, they got the information they needed from Nancy HealyNanoEarth and MONT collaborated on a publication of a review article in Science and the related “teaching companion” that encourages the inclusion of nanoscience in earth and environmental sciencesBased on those 4 types of audience, I’m going to share some stories from different NNCI sites.
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Professionals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting with professionals: building a nano-literate skilled workforce and enhancing knowledge of nanotechnology and its application to real world issuesNCI-SW has provided 21 hands-on lab sessions for 10 CC students who are enrolled in Rio Salado College’s Nanotechnology AAS/Certificate program. Add more after case study“At the beginning of the fall 2018 semester, I received an internship offer from AMD for spring 2019. I had been turned down for the position in the previous semester, but this time I had some technical work experience to talk about. They were very impressed with the amount of personal responsibility I demonstrated at my position at MRC and I believed it to be one of the main contributing factors to me receiving the offer. Leaving my job at the MRC has been one of the most difficult decisions in my life, but it was thanks to it I am where I am now.” This is a quote from an undergraduate intern who’d been a part of TNF’s workforce deelopmetn program.KY Multiscale shared that two of their summer interns won the prestigious Barry Goldwater Scholarship which is for college sophomores and juniors who intend to pursue research careers in the natural sciences, mathematics and engineering.  SHyNE helped organize the spring 2019 Illinois Nano Centers Consortium workshop. Not only was there very good turnout with high-quality speakers, they promoted network by assigning seating and having specialists lead table discussions.
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Educators

youtube.com/watch?v=7CXsReFAw-8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Educators – necessary for that STEM-literate workforce and informed citizenryFour sites submitted an RET collaborative proposal in September – fingers crossedRTNN received an RET grant last spring Many sites have teacher workshops. NanoEarth co-organized a 3-day professional development workshop for 16 high school science teachers. A general introduction to nanoscience and nanotechnology was covered as well as specific subjects such as fullerenes, nanotubes, quantum dots, graphene, self-assembly, nanolithography, electron microscopy, and scanning tunneling microscopy. Application areas such as information technology, energy, optoelectronic devices, and nanomedicine were also discussed. With supplemental funding, there were travel grants as well as each teacher took home over $300 in lab supplies and teaching materials.Not only did Nano@Stanford continue with their 4 day Nano Summer Institute for Middle School Teachers, they shared their curriculum with both SENIC and SDNI. They also shared information, including budget information, with the entire network in order to facility others who want to do a teacher workshop. I believe Tonya and Angela are comparing their two workshops while they’re here. SDNI While reaching over a 1,000 students with their remote SEM, SDNI is building connections with the teachers, administrators, and NGSS facilitators in their state in order to support their goal of integrating nanotechnology into CA classrooms. NNF combined their traveling exhibit with a session on integrating nanoscience into curriculum for both teachers and school administrators
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K-12 Students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
K-12 Students – not just inspiring our future skilled workforce, but also helping to create an informed citizenryNNI is a part of the group sharing information on how best to engage with Native American populations. They were able to host students from Paschal Sherman Indian School for a multi-day visit that included the importance of a college education and gave them the chance to use nano-characterization tools. Dan pointed out that nano is the hook but it is the opportunity for the students to come to campus, to be exposed to that community, that’s important. There are no pictures of this activity out of respect for that group’s request to not be treated just as a photo-opRTNN organized their second Girls STEM Day at Duke with Girl Scouts. 140 girls participated. I liked this quote from an article on the event “It is not just a “feel good” event for students, she said, but a way to provide them with role models and hands-on STEM experiences that could lead the students to pursuing advanced STEM education, and lucrative and rewarding careers in the future.”CNF added to their K-12 visits to their facility, showcasing the nanotechnology happening in the network and on campus by using hands-on activities. They made the visits “relatable so that the students will remember us for a longer-lasting broader impact.” They used the K-12 survey questions provided by the evaluation working group.  “One of the most exciting moments for me didn’t happen just once, but rather almost everyday: and that is, working on labs the Singh Center cleanroom. Coming into the program, I never thought that we would be allowed to use the equipment, let alone be allowed in the cleanroom! But sure enough, we were, and each and everyday I looked forward to suiting up and working on our labs there. Whether it be synthesizing quantum dots, examining microfluidic channels, or patterning letters the size of 10 microns, it was an incredible experience. The Singh Center is a remarkable place to be.” That’s a quote from a high school student who participated in the Nanotechnology course offered through Engineering Summer Academy at Penn which MANTH staff redesigned and took over teaching. 34 students participated for 3 weeks.And, I think this activity shows that even nature can’t keep NNCI coordinators down. MONT buses 5th graders from low-income districts to campus for a morning nano activity and small-scale science festival. The Family Science Day had 601 visitors – they open up the event to the public in the evening. The biggest win was getting some students to campus, as Heather wrote “On the freezing morning of February 7, the 5th graders from a school near campus were unable to walk the 2 blocks due to a ‘no outdoor actives below 10° F’ policy and were not going to be able to attend. The bus company bringing the students from schools farther from campus donated a bus and driver because they know how much the kids love this event. This alone made all the effort I put into this event worth every minute.” 
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General Public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General Public – enabling an informed citizenryMINIC participated in The Central Wisconsin Science and Engineering Festival which is held every two years at Northcentral Technical College.  It is a two day event that brings 4-5000 6th and 7th grade students on the first day with demonstrations and hands-on activities, it is opened to the general public on the second day, 2,500 people attended.  “I loved this activity! Very clever way to integrate science and social activities.” And “Totally unexpected but so fun!!” During the Atlanta Science Festival, SENIC’s education and SEI coordinators worked together on an event inspired by Nano Around the World, a game available through NISE Net. We got a larger turn-out than expected for an evening SEI activity targeting adults, about 25 people and we only knew 2 of them. We hope to have another joint activity at this year’s festival and are partnering with the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library to try and increase attendance. These have been just a few very short descriptions of some of the activities education coordinators are proud to have been a part of over the past year. I’m sure they’d be happy to talk about them more with you during the conference. 
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K-12 Teachers/RET & Students, and Community 
Outreach WG

• Working on the joint RET proposal: NNF (University of Nebraska-Lincoln), 
MINIC (University of Minnesota), and NNI (University of Washington, later 
withdrew) all participated in brainstorming ideas for proposal. The joint proposal 
was submitted in September. 

• Working to develop the NNCI web site Education Pages: discussed several 
ways to develop and expand the education content of the NNCI site; explored 
ways to easily aggregate and add new nanotech educational content to the site; and 
have looked at methods employed by other educational archive sites. WG decided 
that placing NNCI and NNIN-created education content on the NNCI site 
supports our “brand.” The WG is compiling a list of recommendations for the 
NNCI Education Portal.

• Planning for Nanotechnology Day 2019. The WG brainstormed several ideas 
for Nano Day for October 2019 that might help to tie together the NNCI network. 
Additionally, individual sites pursued a variety of events, including hands-on 
programming for visiting school groups, big public events at local science museums, 
and social media campaigns.     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly, the education working groups have been busy – the K-12 teachers, students and community outreach wg is working on recommendations for the NNCI’s Education Portal, and brainstormed ideas for National Nanotechnology Day, the group picked the image contest after discussions on our monthly calls.
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Workforce Development & CC Engagement WG
Held preliminary discussions with SEMI about potential collaborations in their 
workforce development efforts for the electronics industry:

• Virtual meeting on 3/19/19, joined by Lisa Friedersdorf (NNCO) and Bob Ehrmann 
(NACK)

• In follow-up call (4/24/19), SEMI indicated possible alignment with education 
standards and personnel certificates co-developed by NACK and ASTM but further 
considerations needed

• SEMI visited NC State on 5/17/19; potential use of RTNN cleanrooms discussed
WG call on 9/9/19 to review SEMI interactions and discuss potential next steps
Sites also had individual engagements with CCs – teacher training, cleanroom tours, 
hands-on labs, etc.

Current member sites: 
MANTH, NNI, nano@Stanford, 
NanoEarth, MONT, NNF,    
NCI-SW (Lead), RTNN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The workforce and community college engagement wg has been having discussions with the SEMI Foundation and presented a case-study during the education pre-meeting on ASU’s relationship with Rio Salado CC.
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REU WG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“This was a lot of fun, and lot of learning, and a fantastic experience. Thank you for this opportunity.” This past summer the REU convocation was at Cornell. REU students from 11 sites were able to participate. They all recently received an email about applying for the iREU in Japan this summer. Next year’s convocation will be at UT Austin. NNCI site REU programs are listed on the nnci REU page.
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RTNN nanotechnology course

Stanford lithography course

Online Technical Learning WG

Please join by contacting Angela Hwang 
(aahwang@stanford.edu) 

● RTNN’s nanotechnology course is very 
successful (over 13,000 enrolled since Fall 
2017).

● UPenn is developing training videos,
documenting lessons learned to improve 
video production

● Stanford is creating a universal lithography 
training module for the public & NNCI sites; 
continues to grow the Lagunita course with 
help of grad student fellowships

Singh Center videos

NC State training material

Goal: develop & share educational materials to support existing users, potential users, & 
non-traditional users to lower barriers to access our facilities & bridge knowledge gaps.

Future Work: 1) Create guides on video production, FAQ, best practices on managing 
digital content & handling copyrighted images: 2) Catalog existing training videos & 
background information; 3) Leverage the network w/ educational content & resources.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online technical learning wg has not only made a lot of information available online, but their future work will make it easier for more sites to do the same, including 1) Create guides on video production, FAQ, best practices on managing digital content and handling copyrighted images, etc; and 2) Catalog existing training videos & background information.

mailto:aahwang@stanford.edu
https://www.coursera.org/learn/nanotechnology
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZ2oRPqjGNFS8AJRWk59bgg
https://lagunita.stanford.edu/courses/course-v1:Engineering+NanoFab01+Ongoing/course/
https://lagunita.stanford.edu/courses/course-v1:Engineering+NanoFab01+Ongoing/course/
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Evaluation and Assessment WG

In response to request from coordinators, common survey 
questions developed for K-12 students, teachers, and general 
public

Discussion on learning from survey results to improve our 
activities

Future Plans – with the Workforce Dev. WG, develop survey 
for student workers/interns and method to track; ask industry 
users about hiring student workers and how sites can best 
prepare students to support their workforce needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The evaluation and assessment wg made common survey questions for a few different audiences available across the network, are working to help sites respond to survey feedback and plans to collaborate with the workforce development wg to develop a survey for student workers/interns.
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Thank You!

Questions?
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